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Abstract. Electric discharges with low current densities can be described by a mini-
mal model of reaction, drift and diffusion of two charged species coupled nonlinearly to
an externally imposed electric field. The intrinsic ionization–field–coupling of the model
leads to pattern formation both in stationary or periodically driven barrier discharges
and in transient streamer discharges. In particular, we discuss negative streamer dis-
charge fingers extending into a non–ionized area. They belong to the class of Laplacian
growth phenomena. For quantitative predictions, a systematic derivation of the correc-
tions to the velocity of a moving boundary due to curvature or relaxation effects is still
missing. This is because negative streamer fronts are so–called pulled fronts, for which
standard approximation schemes fail. We present new approaches and results.

1 Modelling Electric Discharges

1.1 Phenomenology, Spatio-temporal Patterns

Electric discharges are commonly known from natural phenomena like sparks
whose lengths can vary from cm’s to km’s, or St. Elmo’s fire (a corona discharge
at the tops of ship masts). Neon tubes are the best known example from a whole
list of technical applications that are under continued use and investigation. For
an overview of phenomena in gas discharges, we refer to [1]. Discharges can occur
not only in gases, but also in fluids or solids – in just any matter that can turn
from a state of low or vanishing conductivity to a state of high conductivity,
when a sufficiently strong field is applied.

The name “discharge” is a historical one like many other ones in this field,
since it refers to the discharge of the voltage stored in a capacitor, when the
matter between the capacitor plates becomes conducting. However, a sufficiently
strong voltage source also might sustain the voltage difference between the outer
electrodes despite the “discharge” in the bridging matter. Electric discharges
can create a low temperature plasma locally. In contrast to high temperature
plasmas as in fusion reactors or stars that exist due to heating and confinement,
low temperature plasmas exist under nonequilibrium conditions due to external
excitations like electromagnetic fields. Hence they generically are inhomogeneous
in space and time and form spatio-temporal patterns. The homogeneous glow of
the neon tube is an exception and a result of the art of the engineer. The onset
of spatio-temporal instabilities limits the range of technical applicability in quite
a number of cases.
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Below, we will focus on streamer and barrier discharges in simple matter
like pure nitrogen under normal conditions. Streamers are the initial breakdown
mode of insulating matter on length scales from cm’s to m’s after a voltage shock
has been applied. They are extending finger–like patterns of ionized matter, and
also the precursors of a later short–circuit, if the conducting channel eventu-
ally contacts both electrodes. Initially during the streamer phase, the degree of
ionization stays relatively low.

Barrier discharges are operated in a stationary or periodically changing elec-
tric field. They consist of a layered structure of a discharge with at least one
resistive layer in dc fields or at least one dielectric layer in ac fields. High cur-
rents and degrees of ionization are then prevented by the dielectric or resistive
layers, just as in the case of a large external load resistance in the electric circuit.

1.2 The Minimal Model of Low Current Discharges
and the Ionization–Field–Coupling

Pattern formation occurs in nonlinear spatially extended systems under nonequi-
librium conditions. The nonequilibrium here is due to an externally applied
electric field. The nonlinear mechanism to be explored is an ionization–field–
coupling: a sufficiently high electric field leads to a multiplication of charge car-
riers by a local impact ionization reaction. The generated charges drift in the
electric field. If their density is sufficiently high, they will modify the field and
hence change the local reaction rates and drift velocities. Accordingly, the evo-
lution of the local degree of ionization is determined by a fully dynamic process.
The situation is captured by the following model:

In general, the continuity equations for particles of species i are

∂tρi +∇ · ji = fi ({ρj},E) , ji = qiµiρiE − Di∇ρi , (1)

where ρi is the particle density, qi = ± the sign of the charge, µi the mobility
and Di the diffusion constant of species i. If the degree of ionization is suffi-
ciently small, dissipative heating can be neglected and the neutral background
stays unchanged. The current ji then can be approximated as in (1) by particle
diffusion and Ohmic friction. This is true in gases, liquids or solids. In a semicon-
ductor, the current ji can saturate for large E. fi is the source term describing
the reactions of the particles in the local field. If the currents stay sufficiently
small, also magnetic and relativistic effects can be neglected, and we only need
the Poisson equation of electrostatics

q

ε0
=

∑
i

qie ρi

ε0
= ∇ · E , E = −∇Φ , (2)

where e is the electron unit charge and ε0 the dielectric constant. The dominant
reaction in a strong electric field is impact ionization: a light charged particle,
typically an electron e−, can react with a neutral atom or molecule A as: e− +
A −→ 2e− +A+ , if local electric field times mean free path of the electron are
of the order of the ionization energy.
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In the simplest case (for a more extended discussion, see [2,3]), there are
only two charged species in a gas, namely electrons (denoted by i = e) and
positive ions (i = +), and the reaction terms fi consist of impact ionization and
recombination only:

fe(ρe, ρ+,E) = f+ = |µeρeE| α(|E|)− βρeρ+ . (3)

Due to charge conservation, the two reaction rates fe and f+ are identical. The
effective cross-section α(|E|) has approximately a threshold dependence on the
electric field. The traditional Townsend approximation [1] reads, e.g.

α(|E|)Townsend = α0 e
−E0/|E| . (4)

The homogeneous equilibrium conductivity due to the electrons for a given field
E then is eµ2e|E|α(|E|)/β, and hence the equilibrium current j(E) is proportional
to |E|2α(|E|). In this model, j is a monotonically increasing function of E, so
there is no bistability of the current–voltage–characteristics on the local level
of description. Therefore the well–known instability mechanism [4] due to S– or
N–shaped current–voltage–characteristics does not apply to simple nitrogen.

If furthermore bulk recombination can be neglected because of a separation
of time scales in the streamer discharge or because of the dominance of boundary
recombination processes in the barrier discharge, and if the mobility of the ions
is neglected because µ+ 	 µe and D+ 	 De, we arrive at the minimal model of
low current discharges. In dimensionless form, it reads [5,2]:

∂t σ − ∇ · (σ E+D ∇σ) = σ f(|E|) , with, e.g. f(E) = |E| e−1/|E| , (5)
∂t ρ = σ f(|E|) , (6)

∇ · E = ρ − σ , E = −∇Φ . (7)

σ and ρ are the electron and ion particle densities, and E is the electric field.
The dimensionless diffusion constant D = Deα0/(µeE0) is the only intrinsic
parameter. For nitrogen under normal conditions the units in (5)–(7) are [2,6]:
2 µm for length, 3 ps for time t, and hence c/400 (c = speed of light) for velocity
v, furthermore 200 kV/cm for field |E|, and 5 · 1014/cm3 ≈ 2 · 10−5ρ0 for the
particle densities σ and ρ, where ρ0 is the particle density of the neutral N2
under normal conditions. The diffusion constant is D = 0.1.

The minimal model applies to non-attaching gases like N2 or He. In attaching
gases like O2, negative ions need to be included that can be formed by the
attachment reaction: e− + O2 −→ O−

2 . In doped semiconductors, there are
generally also three types of charged species: (i) mobile electrons, (ii) mobile
electron holes and (iii) either immobile donors or immobile acceptors. In the
reaction term (3), impact ionization by electron holes also needs to be taken
into account. In direct band semiconductors such as, e.g., GaAs or GaN, or in
N2/O2 mixtures, the possible importance of photoionization processes requires
additional attention.
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1.3 Pattern Formation in Barrier Discharges

Before embarking into a more extensive discussion of streamer discharges, we
briefly discuss barrier discharges with stationary (dc) or periodical (ac) drive as
another manifestation of the ionization–field–coupling.

In particular, planar layered systems with a sequence like (i) transparent
electrode, (ii) gas discharge, (iii) resistive or dielectric layer (for dc or ac voltage,
resp.), and (iv) the second electrode are under continued careful experimental
investigation [7,8]. The discharge and the linear layer are orders of mm thick, and
the whole structure has a wide lateral aspect ratio. Looked at from above through
the transparent electrode, these systems exhibit an extremely rich variety of
effectively two–dimensional patterns in the plane orthogonal to the layers. What
is visible, is the light emitted from the ionized areas which is the sum of emissions
over the whole height of the discharge layer.

The patterns resemble other effectively two–dimensional systems like Ray-
leigh–Bénard–convection or electroconvection in liquid crystals. The existence
of a supercritical and a weakly subcritical bifurcation with associated ampli-
tude patterns has been established [7], as well as a whole zoo of particle–like
excitations with most striking interactions, replications and annihilations [7,8].

However, a derivation of the patterns from gas discharge equations of type
(5)–(7) has long been missing. An early attempt to predict the dc patterns
[9] is based on the ad–hoc assumption of a locally bistable current–voltage–
characteristics, which is common in semiconductor systems [4], but not appli-
cable to discharges in nitrogen, as was discussed above. On the other hand,
bistability of the discharge on a global level can result from the ionization–field–
coupling. For appropriate boundary conditions, this instability can lead to the
formation of a glow discharge with its characteristic space charges [1]. Pattern
formation in the dc barrier discharge according to this mechanism is presently
under investigation [10]. The starting point is a model like (5)–(7), where the
mobility of the ions has to be included, but diffusion can be neglected.

In the case of ac barrier discharges [8], a field–ionization driven mechanism
of pattern formation first was suggested in [11]. Indeed, recent numerical inves-
tigations [8] of a model of type (5)–(7) could verify this picture.

2 Pattern Formation in Streamer Discharges

2.1 Basic Observations

From here on we focus on the transient process of dielectric breakdown by the
streamer mechanism. Streamers occur, when a sufficiently high electric field
is suddenly applied to an ionizable medium with low initial conductivity in a
sufficiently long discharge gap. The effect was first studied by Raether [12],
who experimentally observed a qualitative change of form and velocity of an
impact ionization avalanche after a certain time of evolution. This avalanche–
to–streamer–transition, he attributed to the space charges becoming important
above a critical degree of ionization.
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In terms of the minimal model, the avalanche is the regime of low particle
densities. It amounts to neglecting the space charges ρ − σ in (7). The field
E = −∇Φ then is completely determined by the boundary conditions and the
Laplace equation ∇2Φ = 0. Eqs. (5) and (6) then are linear equations for the
densities σ and ρ, which have to be solved in the presence of a given external
electric field. In the streamer regime, the contributions of the space charges
ρ−σ = ∇·E (7) to the electric field become comparable to the external electric
field. The ionization–field–coupling that then couples the three scalar fields σ, ρ
and Φ, makes the full model (5)–(7) deeply nonlinear.

2.2 Streamers of Different Flavors

In [13,6], the evolution of streamer discharges from initial ionization seeds was
simulated for N2 under normal conditions between planar electrodes with a dis-
tance of 5 mm and a voltage of about 25 kV. The three dimensional problem
was reduced to an effectively two dimensional one by the assumption of radial
symmetry. Fig. 1 shows two time steps with ∆t = 0.75 ns of the evolution of a
negative streamer from Vitello et al. [6] – a negative or anode directed streamer
propagates in the drift direction of the electrons, a positive or cathode directed
streamer antiparallel to the electron drift. Each line in Fig. 1 denotes the increase
of electron density by a factor of 10. Densities from 103 to 1014 free electrons/cm3

can be seen. Thus the ionization increases by more than 1010 within a layer of a
few µm’s thick.

In dimensionless units, these simulations amount to numerical solutions of
the model (5)–(7) with the dimensionless external field E ≈ 1/4 and electrode
distance L ≈ 250. The dimensionless time difference is ∆t ≈ 250.
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Fig. 1. Figures from [6].: Two time steps of the evolution of a negative streamer into
an area with very low background ionization [Courtesy of P.A. Vitello]
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The interior of the streamer finger is an area of high ionization and low field,
so the ionization reaction σf(|E|) is suppressed, because f(|E|) ≈ 0. There is
a well pronounced propagating front regime surrounding the finger, where re-
action, drift, diffusion and electric screening take place. In the outer area, the
reaction rate σf(|E|) again is small, now because σ is small. The two simulations
[13,6] differ by the properties of the outer area, which are determined by different
initial conditions: In the earlier simulations of Dhali and Williams [13], the ini-
tial background ionization is 108 – 1011/cm3 (= 2 · 10−7 – 10−4 in dimensionless
units), and the streamers propagate in an approximately symmetric manner in
both directions of the electric field. In the simulations of Vitello et al. [6], the
background ionization is 103/cm3 (= 2 · 10−12 in dimensionless units). This low
background ionization makes the density gradients much steeper, too steep for
the low spatial resolution of the earlier simulations [13]. The improved simula-
tions [6] give a detailed picture of the propagation of negative streamers in low
background ionization. The question whether positive streamers do propagate
under these conditions, could numerically still not be resolved due to the much
steeper gradients. Only the analysis [2] to be summarized below, could explain
the nature of the gradients and the conditions of propagation of these fronts.

Thermal ionization of N2 at room temperature certainly can be neglected,
since the Boltzmann factor is about 10−100. The background ionization in the
atmosphere is caused by radioactivity and cosmic radiation. An average value
is 103/cm3 [14], so Vitello’s simulations give a realistic picture of a negative
streamer discharge in nitrogen – if the use of a continuum approximation for the
initially very low density 103/cm3 is appropriate. However, it seems reasonable
to assume that during the evolution times of the simulations this small initial
density is effectively negligible. Then these simulations show a picture of an
essentially non–ionized outer area penetrated by the streamer. We will discuss
the situation of streamers penetrating a non–ionized area in more detail below.

The simulations of Dhali and Williams [13] with the higher background ion-
ization are realistic either for a pre–ionized gas or for semiconductor systems
that actually can be thermally ionized at room temperature due to much lower
ionization energies. A qualitative theory for such streamer discharges actually
has been developed by D’yakonov and Kachorovskii [5]. Here the streamer veloc-
ity is essentially determined by the size of the “active” area around the streamer
tip where the electric field is above the ionization threshold. The ionization
wave then is a collective mode based on impact ionization and electric screen-
ing, which can become much faster than the speed of the local charge carriers.
This is why the currents of the charge carriers are neglected in [5]. Therefore
two basically different propagation modes should be distinguished: streamers in
negligible background ionization and streamers in pre–ionized media.

Streamer–like impact ionization fronts propagating into a pre–ionized medium
also are the mode of operation of semiconductor devices such as the microwave
TRAPATT–diode [15] and the pulse sharpener diode [16]. In these layered semi-
conductor structures, depletion layers, small electrode distances or load resistors
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in the external circuit lead to additional stabilization or destabilization mecha-
nisms [17,18] of planar impact ionization fronts.

2.3 Planar Streamer Fronts

We now recall the basic analytical properties of planar streamers fronts [2], since
this elucidates the dependence on the initial degree of ionization, and also sets
the basis for the following analytical steps. Planar fronts that propagate accord-
ing to the minimal model (5)–(7) with uniform velocity v into an area with little
ionization and time–independent homogeneous electric field E+, solve the fol-
lowing set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations in a comoving coordinate
frame ξ = x − vt:

D∂2ξσ + (v + E)∂ξσ + σ∂ξE + σf(|E|) = 0 , (8)
D∂ξσ − v∂ξE + σE = 0 . (9)

In the area behind the front, the electric field is screened and the degree of ion-
ization σ− of the plasma is fully determined by the dynamics, not by any equi-
librium process. The fronts can be constructed in the 3–dimensional phase space
(σ, ∂ξσ,E) as heteroclinic orbits between fixed points (0, 0, E+) and (σ−, 0, 0) [2]
– where actually the whole E– and σ–axes are fixed point lines. In contrast to
the more common fronts between a stable and a metastable state, the velocity
v here is not uniquely determined by the far field E+. Rather a negative front
can have any velocity v ≥ v∗, where

v∗ = |E+|+ 2
√
D f(|E+|) , (10)

and a positive front can have any velocity v ≥ v†, where

v† = D ṽ†(E+) +O(D2) . (11)

ṽ†(E+) is the nonlinear eigenvalue of a strongly heteroclinic orbit of eqs. (8)–
(9) after rescaling with D and then letting D → 0, for details see [2]. Here
negative/positive fronts are defined as carrying a negative/positive space charge
in the front region and propagating parallel/antiparallel to the drift direction of
electrons.

There is a continuous family of front solutions for given E+, because the
penetrated non–ionized state (0, 0, E+) is linearly unstable with respect to an
infinitesimally small electron density σ [2,19]. If the electron density σ(x, 0)
initially vanishes as e−λx for large x with some λ < λsteep, where

λsteep =

{√
f(|E+|)/D neg. fronts,(
v† + E+ − √

(v† + E+)2 − 4D f(|E+|)
)
/(2D) pos. fronts,

(12)

it actually will conserve its spatial decay rate in time and will approach an
asymptotic front attractor with velocity v = −E+ + Dλ + f(|E+|)/λ larger
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than v∗ or v†. If the spatial decay of σ initially is slower than exponential, a
planar front will accelerate. The slower the spatial decay, the higher will be the
speed, and the more positive and negative fronts will resemble each other. This
observation illustrates the similar propagation of positive and negative fronts in
a system with high initial ionization [13].

On the other hand, sufficiently steep initial ionization profiles with

lim
x→∞σ(x, 0) eλsteepx = 0 (13)

for large times approach the “selected” velocity v∗ or v† [2,19]. In the case of
negligible initial ionization, the slow propagation of positive fronts with velocity
v† ∝ D and with a degree of ionization σ− ∝ 1/D behind the front [2] results
from the balance of electron drift and diffusion, which leads to a singular de-
pendence on D. This explains the numerical difficulties of the simulations of
positive fronts [6]. However, the neglect of the ion motion then ceases to be a
valid aproximation. Hence we will not consider this solution any further. The
negative front with sufficiently low background ionization, in contrast, propa-
gates with the velocity v∗ (10) that is slightly higher than the drift velocity |E+|
of an electron in an electric field E+. The limit D → 0 is smooth in this case [2].

3 Streamers as a Laplacian Growth Problem

In the remainder of the paper, we discuss the propagation of negative streamer
fronts into an initial state with negligible ionization, and we will refer to the
simulations [6] of Fig. 1.

For numerical convenience, the initial conditions of the simulations [13,6]
have a considerable ionization in some bounded part of space. Since such initial
conditions are somewhat arbitrary and also might differ depending on prehistory,
Vitello et al. [6] study in detail various initial conditions. It turns out that the
late stage development of the propagating tip of the finger is always quite the
same. This motivates the working hypothesis, that a certain late stage finger–
shape is an attractor of the dynamics for a large class of initial conditions.

3.1 Pattern Formation on the Outer Scale: Laplacian Growth

That finger–shaped moving interfaces can be attractors of the dynamics, is
known from other pattern forming systems like viscous fingers or dendrites in so-
lidification fronts [20]. This analogy can be made more precise [2]: The smallest
length scale in Fig. 1 [6] is the width of the transition region between non–
ionized and ionized region. If this length scale can be eliminated, the front can
be modeled by an effectively infinitely thin interface on the outer scale.

Then the following reduced model emerges: The ionized area is conducting,
so the field is low and the electric potential is

Φ ≈ const. in the ionized region. (14)
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In the non–ionized area, there are no space charges, so that

∇2Φ = 0 in the non–ionized region. (15)

If the electric field immediately in front of the ionization front has the time–
independent value E+, then a planar front approaches a stationary state with
velocity (10)

v∗ = |E+|+ 2
√
Df(|E+|) , |E+| = n̂ · ∇Φ|+ . (16)

This is the velocity of the interface or moving boundary in the outer scale de-
scription. Here n̂ is the orthonormal vector on the interface, and ∇Φ|+ denotes
the extrapolation of ∇Φ from the non–ionized region onto the interface.

The moving boundary problem defined by (14)–(16) is the same as the low-
est order aproximation of viscous fingering in two dimensions, where an incom-
pressible fluid of negligible viscosity penetrates an incompressible fluid of finite
viscosity in a Hele–Shaw cell. The potential Φ then is replaced by pressure p.

It has been established in the gas discharge literature [21], that the model
(14)–(16) with appropriate outer boundary conditions has uniformly translat-
ing paraboloid solutions. Mathematically speaking, these are equivalent to the
Ivantsov paraboloids in dendritic growth [20].

3.2 The Need of a Microscopic Stabilization Mechanism

However, from studies of viscous fingering and dendritic growth, it is also known,
that all paraboloid solutions are dynamically unstable under the dynamics of
(14)–(16). In fact, an arbitrary initial condition generically will develop singu-
larily curved interfaces within finite time. This fact is related to the short wave
length instability of linear perturbations of planar fronts. A transversal Fourier
perturbation eikx+st of a planar ionization front that propagates into a non–
ionized area with field E+, has the dispersion relation [22]

s(k) = c(E+) k , c(E+) =
dv∗(E)
d ln |E|

∣∣∣∣
E+

. (17)

The only difference to viscous fingering or dendritic growth is the weakly non-
linear dependence of v∗ on E+ for D = 0, which causes v∗(E+) and c(E+) to
differ slightly.

In viscous fingering, e.g., an additional length scale not included in the model
(14)–(16) is set by surface tension [20]. Inclusion of this length scale into the
problem changes the dispersion relation to the form s(k) = ck−dk3 and removes
the short wave length instability. It also allows the accurate prediction of the
actually realized finger–shape. The same holds for dendritic growth. Hence the
question rises, which microscopic scale stabilizes the approximately uniformly
translating shape of the streamer finger in Fig. 1.
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3.3 Moving Boundary Approximations and Pulled Fronts

The separation of inner and outer length scales that can be seen in the sim-
ulations, suggests the development of a moving boundary approximation from
the streamer equations (5)–(7). Such an approximation substantiates the inter-
face approximation above by matching different asymptotic expansions for the
inner and outer scale. In particular, on the outer scale description of (14)–(15),
it will lead, e.g., to a curvature correction to the interface velocity (16). Hence
it seems appropriate to translate the derivation [23,24] of a moving boundary
approximation for PDE problems to the streamer equations in order to derive
the corrections to (16) in a systematic manner.

A direct translation of these calculations to the streamer model, however,
leads to a failure that can be placed in a broader context: the negative streamer
front propagating into a non–ionized state belongs to the larger class of so–called
pulled fronts [19]. For pulled fronts, the standard calculational methods break
down. As is explained in more detail in [25], the calculations in [23,24] assume
implicitly that the interface can be parametrized by its geometric properties
like curvature. The corrections to the interface velocity then are evaluated by
solvability integrals, that arise from multiplication of the equations in first order
perturbation theory of the form Lφ1(ξ) = g(ξ) with a left zero mode of the
linear operator L. If the zero order solution about which one linearizes, is a
pulled front, the solvability integrals diverge. This divergence is related to the
divergence of the dynamically dominant area: while for fronts propagating into
a metastable state or for so-called pushed fronts – an example of a pushed front
is the positive streamer front propagating with velocity v† (11) –, the dynamics
is determined in the interior nonlinear area of the front, for pulled fronts the
dynamics is determined in the leading edge of the front, where linearization
about the non–ionized state is a valid approximation. This area is half–infinite,
and hence the spatial integral diverges.

This divergency can not be removed by an appropriate regularization, since
it signals the break–down of the underlying ansatz. The ansatz as in [23,24]
explicitly uses a separation of length scales between the width of the front and
the outer scales, but it implicitly also assumes a separation of time scales between
inner and outer dynamics. If the front is described by its geometric properties
like curvature only, an adiabatic elimination of the inner time scale is assumed.
This is not possible, if there is no inner time scale, and this is exactly the case
for pulled fronts. This lack of an inner time scale is illustrated in particular by
the relaxation of a negative planar streamer front with sufficiently steep initial
conditions (13) towards its asymptotic velocity v∗ (10). It is asymptotically for
large t

v(t) = |E+|+
√
Df(E+)

[
2− 3

2 τ
+

3
√
π

2 τ3/2 +O
(
1
τ2

)]
, τ = f(E+) t . (18)

This algebraic relaxation that is universal for all pulled fronts [19], has up to
order 1/t no intrinsic time scale, in contrast to the more common pushed or
bistable fronts that relax exponentially fast in time.
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3.4 Possible Stabilization Mechanisms

The problems in the formal derivation of a moving boundary approximation
from the streamer equations (5)–(7) are due to the leading edge dominated
dynamics of pulled fronts. The exponentially decaying leading edge is generated
by diffusion: for D = 0, the ionization front in a field E+ becomes a shock
front propagating with the drift velocity v = |E+|. Inspection of (18) shows,
that for D = 0 also the algebraic relaxation is removed. Still there is a length
scale in the problem, which is not yet incorporated in the lowest order interface
approximation (14)–(16), namely the electric screening length 'α = 1/α(E+) =
|E+|/f(E+). It is related to the Maxwell relaxation time tM = 1/f(E+).

The planar uniformly translating negative streamer shock front for D = 0
can be solved analytically: assume that in the comoving frame ξ = x − vt, the
position of the ionization shock is ξ = 0. For ξ ≥ 0, there are no charge carriers,
and the electric field has the constant value E+ < 0. For ξ < 0, one can express
electron and ion densities σ and ρ and coordinate ξ as a function of E as [2]

ρ[E] =
∫ v

|E|
dε α(ε) , σ[E] =

v ρ[E]
v + E

, ξ =
∫ v

|E(−ξ)|
dε

v − ε

ε ρ[ε]
, v = |E+| .

(19)
At ξ = 0, σ jumps to the finite value σ(0−) = f(E+) = |E+| α(E+), and then
decreases for ξ → −∞ to the neutral plasma density σ(−∞) =

∫ v

0 dε α(ε). Also
the derivatives of ρ and E are discontinuous at ξ = 0.

Can the additional length scale 'α lead to a stabilization of the short wave
length instability of (17)? Preliminary results [22] do show the appearance of the
length scale α(E+) in the dispersion relation

s(k) =
{ |E+| k for k 	 1

|E+| α(E+)/2 for k � 1 , (20)

but a short wave length instability still stays present in the dispersion relation
of linear transversal perturbations of a planar front.

At present, we investigate two working hypotheses: either diffusion D needs
to be included to remove the short wave length instability, or the instability
is removed from a sufficiently curved drift front with D = 0 by electrostatic
effects [22]. This would then allow an outer scale analysis of improved interface
equations (14)–(16) and a prediction of the asymptotic form of a streamer finger.

4 Summary and Outlook

We have discussed two pattern forming systems in electric discharges, namely
barrier and streamer discharges. In barrier discharges, one can realize, e.g., sta-
tionary patterns in layered systems with wide lateral aspect ratios, which show
similarities to, e.g., Rayleigh–Benard–convection. Streamer discharges are tran-
sient finger–shaped ionized patterns penetrating an area with very low or van-
ishing ionization, similar to viscous fingers or dendrites.
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Both barrier and streamer discharges are characterized by low ionization and
current densities. Hence the patterns in simple media like pure nitrogen should
be described by the minimal discharge model (5)–(7). This model is a reaction–
drift–diffusion model for two charged species coupled to the electric field. The
field determines reaction and drift, while the space charges modify the field.
This leads to nonlinear dynamics with a ionization–field–coupling, if the particle
densities and hence the space charges are sufficiently large.

In particular, we discussed the penetration of a non–ionized area with high
electric field by an ionized negative streamer finger. We identified this problem
as a Laplacian growth problem quite comparable to viscous fingering or dendritic
growth. For a complete moving interface approximation of streamer propagation,
a correction to the velocity due to curvature or relaxation is still missing. This
is due to the particular properties of negative streamer fronts that belong to
the larger class of pulled fronts. For pulled fronts, standard moving boundary
approximations fail, because there is no separation of inner and outer time scales.
We presented first steps towards the derivation of a different approximation.
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